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PROBABILISTIC SQUARE FUNCTIONS
AND A PRIORI ESTIMATES

BY

ANDREW G. BENNETT

ABSTRACT. We obtain a priori estimates for Riesz transforms and their

variants, that is, estimates with bounds independent of the dimension of the

space and/or the nature of the boundary. The key to our results is to give

probabilistic definitions which do not depend on the geometry of the situation

for the transformations in question. We then use probabilistic square functions

to prove our a priori estimates.

The purpose of this paper is to show how probabilistic methods can be used to

obtain a priori estimates for Riesz transforms and their variants, that is, estimates

with bounds independent of the dimension of the space and/or the nature of the

boundary. We shall prove our results for domains with smooth boundaries. The

importance of estimates, with bounds independent of domain, for domains with

smooth boundaries is that one can prove corresponding results for more general

domains using limiting arguments. We shall not deal with these limiting arguments

in this paper. In Theorem 1, we prove an estimate for the boundary values of a

system of conjugate harmonic functions; in Theorem 2, we show how a variation on

this proof allows us to give an alternate proof of the Lp boundedness, independent

of dimension, of the Riesz transform in Rn; and in Theorem 3, we prove an estimate

for an appropriate analogue of the g* function for general domains.

The approach used here was suggested to the author by E. M. Stein. This paper

represents part of the author's work on his dissertation.

Our basic tools will be probabilistic square functions; the following is the basic

example. Let D be a domain in 7?". Let Bt be Brownian motion in D and let r

be a stopping time. If u is harmonic in D, then u(Bt) is a martingale and we can

define the martingale maximal function, u*, and martingale square function, S(u),

to be the following random variables.

Definition l. u* = sup0<t<T u(Bt), S(u) = (u2(B0) + J0T \Vu(Bt)\2dtY'2.

It should be noted that the integral in the definition of S(u) is the quadratic vari-

ation of the martingale u(Bt), i.e. u2 (Bt) -u2 (B0) - jQ |Vu(Sa)|2 ds is a martingale.

It follows that E[u2(BT)} = E[S2(u)]. We now have the following lemmas.

Lemma l (Doob). Fori<p<oo

((p-l)/p)pE[u'p] < E[\u(BT)\p] < E[u*p).

Proof. See [2].
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160 A. G. BENNETT

LEMMA 2 (BURKHOLDER). For 1 < p < co, there exist cp andCp, independent

of D and n, such that

cpE[S(u)p] < E[u*p] < CpE[S(u)p].

Proof. See [1],

LEMMA 3 (KAKUTANl). Let D be a bounded domain in Rn with smooth bound-

ary and let x° £ D. If Bt is Brownian motion in D with Bo = x°, then the proba-

bility distribution of the point where Bt first hits dD is harmonic measure on dD

associated to x°.

PROOF. See [5, 6].

COROLLARY 1. Suppose D, x° and Bt are as in Lemma 3. If we let r be the

first hitting time of Bt on dD and ||/||£ = fdD \f(x)\p dp(x), where dp is harmonic

measure on dD associated to x°, then for 1 < p < co, there exist bp and Bp,

independent of D and n, such that

bpE[Sp(u3)Y'p < \\f3\\p < BpE[Sp(Uj)Ylp.

PROOF. Trivial consequence of Lemmas 1, 2 and 3.

These lemmas and particularly Corollary 1 are the keys to relating our proba-

bilistic square functions to our a priori estimates.

Our first theorem involves the boundary values of a system of conjugate harmonic

functions, what we shall call a system of Riesz transforms.

DEFINITION 2. Let D be a bounded domain in 77" with smooth boundary and

let x° G D. Suppose /i,..., /n are L2 functions on dD and let ui,..., un be the

solutions of the Dirichlet problems, Auy = 0 and uj\qd — fj- We say /i, ...,/„ is a

system of Riesz transforms in case ui,..., un forms a system of conjugate harmonic

functions, i.e. they satisfy the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations (see [7])

J j = l       J

The last condition is necessary for general D since otherwise the Riesz transforms

would only be determined up to an additive constant. (Note: We could use the

condition ui(x°) = •■• = u„(x°), not necessarily = 0, and all our conclusions

would still hold. The case where u3(x°) — 0 is just simpler.) Next, let ||/||p =

fdD l/(x)lp<W:E)) where dp is harmonic measure on dD associated to x°, and let

22'. stand for X)"=i> where i ^ j.

THEOREM 1. If /i,..., /„ is a system of Riesz transforms with respect to x°,

then for 1 < p < co, there exists Ap independent of D and n such that \\fj\\p <

ApjyjfiWp-
PROOF. Here we shall use everything as defined in Corollary 1. By Corollary

1, if we can show S(uj) < Yl'i S(ui), we will be done. To simplify the notation, let
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Then we have

S2(Uj)= f \Vuj(Bt)\2dt

-£(/;iM*Kl£H,«
=E'(ri§iH>/;|£>.(*
=E'(4)J+E'(^^E'E'[/;|£iw£(s.)|*

<E'((^)2 + ̂ )2)+2E'E' f/T|£^)2^1/2
i i     k>i       V   ° J /

< 2'((4)2 + (^)2) + 2E' E' [((^)2 + (4)2)1/2((^)2 + (4)2)1/2^

i i      k>i

r i2
=   £ ((A*)2 + (A])2)*/2

1 /i~\ r n

^ E'(Xiv%™2*)     = E'5(^) •

So S(uj) < J2i S(ui) and the theorem is proved.

Next, we give an example to show that in the inequality ||/j||j| < ApJ2'i \\fi\\p,

the bound Ap grows with n. We let D be the unit ball in 72™ and x° = 0. Let

ui(x) = (n- l)xi,

U2(x) = -x2,

ltn\X) =      Xn.

Then uj,...,u„ forms a system of conjugate harmonic functions and hence the

fj = Uj\qd form a system of Riesz transforms. Let ap — JdD \xi\p dtj(x), where

da(x) is Lebesgue measure on the surface of the unit ball in Rn normalized to have
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total mass 1 (and also harmonic measure with respect to x° = 0). Then we have

\\fx\\p = (n-l)p /    \x1\pdcr(x) = (n-l)pap,
JdD

\\f2\[p=  f    \x2\pdo(x) = ap,
JdD

\\fn\\p= f    \xn\pdo(x) = ap.
JdD

So ||/i||£ = (n - l)pap but Y^=2 WfiWp — (n— l)ap and so Ap must grow with n.

In our second theorem, we show how a variation of these techniques can be

applied to the domain 77™+1 and given an alternate proof of the Lp boundedness

of the Riesz transform with bound independent of dimension.

Let / G L2(Rn). Then we define the Riesz transforms of / to be the functions

fj in L2 such that /*(£) = (ifj)/|f|/A(0. where /A(f) is the Fourier transform

of f(x). By convention, we shall call xq = y and /o(x) = f(x). Then if Au,- = 0

in Tt1™"1-1 and Uj\ri — fj, the Uj are a system of conjugate harmonic equations

and satisfy the generalized Cauchy-Riemann equations given in Definition 2 with

x° = oo. We write R(f) = (fu ...,/„) and then |72(/)|2 = /2 + • ■ • + /2. Here we

use H/llp for the usual Lp norm on Rn. To simplify the notation, we write ||7?(/)||p

for || \R(f)[ \\p.

THEOREM 2 (STEIN). For 1 < p < co, there exists Ap, independent ofn, such

that \[R(f)[\p < Ap[[f\\p.

PROOF. We will first introduce a variation on Brownian motion due to Gundy

and Varopoulos called "background radiation" which we need to deal with 77"+ .

DEFINITION 3. Background radiation is the continuous process Zt = (Xt,Yt),

— oo<t<0, taking values in 77™+1 and having the following properties:

(1) Y-oo = lim^.oo Yt = -foo.

(2) Yo = limtTo Yt — 0 and Zq = limt^o Zt exists as a point on the boundary Rn.

(3) If, for a > 0, we let Ta = inf{t: Yt = a}, then Zt° = ZT°+t, 0<t< -Ta is a

copy of standard Brownian motion on 7?™+1 with initial distribution being Lebesgue

measure on the level {y = a} and which terminates upon hitting the boundary 77n.

See [4] for an explicit construction of this process. It should be noted that Zt is

not itself Brownian motion.

With this process, we are now ready to define our variations on S(u) for 77™ .

If / G L2 and Au = 0 in 77"+1 with u|#n = /, we define

DEFINITION 4.

/ r° \1/2 f r°   du     2   \1/2
S(/,= (/_JVu(Z,)|^)      .        Sl(;)=^(Z,)    *j      .

We shall also need a special definition for the vector-valued case.

DEFINITION 4'. S1(R(f)) = (S2(/0 + ■ • ■ + SKU))1'2.
Our theorem will now follow from the next three lemmas.
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LEMMA 4.   For 1< p < co, E[Spx(R(f))] < E[Sp(f)].

LEMMA 5.   For 1 < p < oo, there exist ap, Ap, independent of n, such that

apE[Sp(f)] < \\f\\p < ApE[Sp(f)].

LEMMA 6.   For 1 < p < co, there exists Bv, independent of n, such that

\[R(f)[\p<BpE[Spx(R(f))].

PROOF OF LEMMA 4. This follows trivially from the generalized Cauchy-

Riemann equations.

PROOF OF LEMMA 5. LetS(6) = (u2(Z^) + J0~T \Vu(Z^)\2 dt)1'2 and observe

that Lemmas 1 and 2 imply that for 1 < p < co, there exist ap, Ap, independent

of n, such that

aPE[Spb)(f)] < E[up(Zb_Tb)] < ApE[Spb)(f)].

Also note that E[up(Zb_T„)] = E[up(Z0}] = \\f\\p by the definition of background

radiation. Lemma 5 follows by combining these observations and letting b —> +oo.

PROOF OF LEMMA 6. We first prove Lemma 6 in the scalar valued case. The

first step is to show that ||/||2 = 47?[S2(/)]. As is well known, if we take the Fourier

transform of u(x,y) in the x variables only, we obtain uA(£,y) — e_2'r'^!//A(t;).

So by Plancherel's theorem, we can see that 2\\(du/dy)(-,y)\\2 = || |Vu(-,u)| ||2

from which it follows that 4£,[S?(/)] = E[S2(f)]. But E[S2{b)(f)] = E[u2(Z0)] =

Il/H2, and by letting b —> +oo, we see that 7?[S2(/)] = \\f\\2. So we have our

identity ||/||2 = 47?[S2(/)]. Polarizing this identity, we obtain fRn f(x)g(x)dx =

4£[Si(/)Si(ff)] for f,g£ L2(Rn). Let $ = {g £ L2nL<*: \\g\\q = 1}, where q is the
conjugate exponent to p, 1 < p < co. Then

||/||p = inf /   f(x)g(x)dx = 4 inf E^^S^g)]
ge^JRn 9€*

< 4 (inf E[S\(g)Y/i) E[Sp(f)]^p < -E[Sp(f)]'/",
\se* / aq

where we have used Holder's inequality in the third step and the fact that

E[S\(g)Y/q <E[S"(g)Y"> <\\g\\q/aq

in the fourth step. This establishes Lemma 6 in the scalar-valued case. We now

note that the exact same proof works for the vector-valued case and our proof of

Lemma 6 is finished if we substitute R(f) for /. Theorem 2 now follows trivially

from our three lemmas.

Our probabilistic proof closely parallels Stein's analytic proof (see [8, 9]). Our

probabilistic square functions replace the Littlewood-Paley g-functions in Stein's

proof and our three lemmas are exact analogues of the three lemmas in Stein's

proof.

Our final theorem involves the square function g*(f)(z). g*(f)(z) is defined on

Rn as follows.

DEFINITION 5. Let / G L2(Rn) and let u be the Poisson integral of /. Then

(9*(f)(z))2= f°° f   y2(\z-x\2 + y2r^/2\Vu(x,y)\2dxdy.
Jo     JRn
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With this definition, it can be shown that ||<7*(/)||p < ^4P||/||P for 2 < p < co

with Ap independent of n (see [7]). We shall extend both the definition of g*(f)

and this last inequality to general domains (the idea for extending the definition to

general domains is due to Kenig).

Let D be a bounded domain in 77™ with smooth boundary and let x° £ D. Let

u be harmonic in D and u\qd = f- Let G(x,y) be the Green's function for D and

let P(x, y) be the Poisson kernel for D.

Definition 6.

(9*(f)(z)? = fD l-^r^P(y,z)\Vu(y)\2dy       (z £ dD).

It should be noted that if we take D = 72n+1 and let x° —► +oo, we get the same

definition for g* (f) in Definition 6 as was given in Definition 5, up to a multiplicative

constant. Now let ||/||D = JdD \f(x)\p dp(x), where dp(x) is harmonic measure on

dD with respect to x°. (Note that dp(x) = P(x°, x) da(x), where do(x) is Lebesgue

measure on dD.)

THEROEM 3. If u(x°) = 0, then for 2 < p < co, there exists Ap, independent

of D and n, such that ||<7*(/)||p < Ap||/||p.

PROOF. The key to our proof is to give a probabilistic definition of g*(f) in

terms of conditional expectation. If, as before, Bt is Brownian motion on D, with

Bq = x°, and Bt stopped at dD at time r, then we will show (g*(f)(z))2 =

^E[JQT \Vu(Bt)\2 dt\BT — z\. We start by defining the occupation time for Bt-

For measurable A C D, the occupation time is the random variable /Qr xa(BY) dt,

where xa is the indicator function of A. We can also define a measure v on D

by the expected value of the occupation time, i.e. u(A) = E[JQT \A(Bt)dt]. Since

Bt is stopped at 3D, Bt £ dD for t > r, Bt <£. D for t > t, and we could just

as well define v(A) = E[f0°° xa(BY) dt]. The importance of the measure v is that

JD f(x) dv(x) = E[JQT f(Bt) dt]. We can show this by first using simple / and then

taking limits. Our next observation is that

"   /*oo 1 /.oo /»oo

u(A) = E   /     XA(Bt)dt   = E[XA(Bt)]dt= Pt(x°,A)dt,
Jo J      To To

where Pt(x°,A) = E[xA(Bt)] is the probability of a transition from x° to A in

time t. For Brownian motion, Pt(x°,A) has a density pt(x°,y) and i/(A) also has

a density v(y) — f0°°pt(x°,y)dt. We have the following lemma.

Lemma 7. v(y) = 2\G(x°,y)\.

PROOF. This follows from the fact that if w(x) = E[JQT f(Bt) dt[B0 = x], then

\Aw = -f and w(x) = 0 on dD (see [3]).

Next, we look at the transition density for the process conditioned to hit dD at

z, p\z (x°,y). By Bayes' theorem,
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remembering that P(x°, z) is the density of BT given B0 = x°. Thus, the occupation

density for the conditioned process is given by

v^(y)=rPf\x\y)dt= r l^Pt(x\y)dt
Jo Jo    r(x ■•z)

So finally

(g*(f)(z))2 = fJ^^P(y,z)\Vu(x,y)\2dxdy

= ±E J7 |Vu(77t)|2dt\BT = z  .

Now, remembering from Lemma 3 that the distribution of BT is harmonic measure

on dD, we have for 2 < p < oo

\\9*(f)K = \E  E^[Vu(Bt)\2\BT = zj'

<-E  E   U   \Vu(Bt)\2dt\        \BT = z

= V-E   (^  \Vu(Bt)[2dt)

= 1-E[Sp(u)]<Ap[\f[[p.

Here, we have used Jensen's inequality in step 2 and the fact that u(x°) = 0 in step

4.

We close with an example to show that p > 2 is the best exponent we can get in

Theorem 3. Let h(x) = |x|~(™+1)/2 for x G 77™. Let v(x, y) be the Poisson integral

for R™+1 of h. Then since h is homogeneous of degree —(n +1)/2, v is homogeneous

of degree —(n+ l)/2 and | Vv| is homogeneous of degree -(n + 3)/2. A calculation

shows v(0, y) = cnu~(™+1)/2 and hence

|(o,yo) = 4%-^3>/2.

So \Vv(x,y)\ > c'n(\x\2 +y2)-(™+3)/2 for (x,y) = (0,y0) and, by continuity, this

inequality must hold in some neighborhood about (0,yo). Finally, by homogeneity,

this inequality must hold in some cone of the form {(x,u): |x| < ay} with a > 0.

Using this inequality, it can be shown that g*(h)(z) = co for the g* function

of Definition 5. We shall show that this same example is also the example we

want for bounded D and the g* function of Definition 6. To simplify matters,

we shall use a translation and reflection of v(x,y). Let u(x,y) = v(x, 1 - y) and

let r = {(x,y): |x| < a(l - y)}. Let D be the unit ball in 77"+1, x° = 0, and

1 = (0,... ,0,1). Then if / = u\ao, f has a pole of order (n + l)/2 at 1, and
hence / G Lp(dD) for p < 2n/(n + 1). But we shall show that g*(f)(z) = co.
In what follows, we shall not distinguish a vertical direction and we will write

u(y) (V e 77™+1) instead of u(x,y) (x £ 72™,  y £ R1).   Cn will be a constant
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depending on n whose value may change from line to line. Let 7 = min(|.2 - 1|, A).

Let r(r) = {y: \y\ = r, \y - 1| < 0(1 - \y\)}, where /? > 1 depends solely on

a and is chosen so that T(r) c T' for \ < r < 1. Note that for 5 < r < 1,

/r, , <T(j > c„(l - r)™, where drj is Lebesgue surface measure in 72™+1.

(9*(f)(z)f >Cn[ (It/11-™ - 1)(1 - \y\)2\y - ^-"^IVufj/)!2 dy
Jd

>Cn[(l-[y\)(l + --- + [yr2)\y\1-n(l-\y\)
Jd

x^ + lyDly-zl-^Vu^fdy

> Cn f (1 - \y[)2\y - z\~n-^(ytfdy
J D

>Cn[      [    (l-r)2(|2/-l| + |0-l|)-"-1|u-l|-"-3r"(if7(ir
Ti--,Tr(r)

> Cn f    (1 - r)2(f3(l -r) + \z- l|)-"-1[/3(l - r)]-""3(l - r)n dr
Ti—1

^Cnl^-ll""-1   /   U-1(/3 + u)-"-1du = CO,
To

where we have switched to spherical coordinates in step 4 and made the substitution

u = (1 — r)/\z — 1| in step 6. This shows our inequality fails for p < 2n/(n +1).

By taking n —► co, we see that our a priori inequality holds only for p>2.

NOTE ADDED IN PROOF. It has come to the author's attention that R. Banuelos

has proven several similar results also using probabilistic methods.
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